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The dl'!vice is very popular and has largely displaced all others
previous1y in use. Its utility is not questioned; nor is its novelty
denied, except in a patentable sense. 'rhe novelty consists in the
spherical form of the connecting parts which make the joint, and
the arrangement of the hard and soft metals; principally in the
former, which renders the device especially adaptable to pipes out
of axial alignment, and to repeated use. In our judgment it shows
invention, and was justly entitled to a patent.
The defendants' manufacture, complained of, is not materially

different. It is a combination of the same elements, for the same
use, and accomplishes the same result. It shows immaterial me-
chanical differences, but nothing more. As we have seen, the
plaintiffs' consists of a head piece with convex exterior surface of
hard metal, a tail piece with interior concave surface of soft metal,
and a coupling nut. The defendants' has a head piece with convex
face of soft metal, and a tail piece with concave face of hard metal,
and the coupling nut. The only difference consists in a slight
transposition of parts, and is immaterial in any possible construc-
tion of the claim.
The defendants' effort to justify their conduct under a subsequent

patent, which they own, is unavailing; and would be if their man-
ufacture was covered by this patent. But we think it is not so
covered, that the patent describes and claims an essentially differ-
ent device.
Let a decree be prepared in favor of the complainants accord-

ingly.

MAITLAND v. GIBSON.
(CIrcuit Court, E. D. Pennsylvania. June 19, 1894.)

1. PATENTB-COMBINATION-ELECTRIC-LIGHT FIXTURES.
In view of the prior state of the art, there is no Invention in a combina-

tion comprising an electric-light fixture supported from the piping of a
house, and electrically insulated therefrom by an insulating joint.

2. SAME.
'.rhe Stierlnger patent, No. 259,235, for an "electrical fixture," held to be
without patentable combination, as respects claims 1, 7, 8, and 9.

a. SAME-MECHANICAl, UNION OF PAR'fS.
The Stieringer patent, No. 294,697, for a combined gas and electric llght

fixture, held void as to claims 1, 2, 8, and 9, as showing a mere mechanical
union of parts, without patentable combination.

This was a bill in equity by George Maitland against Alfred C.
Gibson for infringement of certain patents for electric-light fiX-
tures. On final hearing.
Dyer & Seeley and D. H. Driscoll, for complainant.
Hector T. Fenton, for defendant.

DALLAS, Circuit Judge. This bill charges the defendant with
infring-ement of two patents granted to Luther StieI'inger,-No.
259,235; dated June 6, 1882, for "electrical fixture," and No. 294,697,
dated :March 4, 1884, for "combined gas and electric light fixture."
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Of No. 259,235, the claims involved are as follows:
"(1) A fixture for electric lights, supported from the piping ot a house, and

electrieally insulated therefrom, substantially as set forth." "(7) In an electric-
light fixture supported from the piping, the combination of an open and
insulating joint connecting the fixture and pipe support, and an ornamental
shell hiding said joint from sight, substantially as set forth. (8) In an elec-
tric-light fixture, the combination, with the main stem or arm and the diS-
tributing body carrying the lamp arms, of an open section, out through the
sides of which the wires are passed from the stem, or from both the stem
and the body, and a central support from such open section for sustaining
ornamental or other parts, substantially as described. (9) In an electric-light
fixture, the combination, with the main stem or arm and the distributing
body, of the open section, outside of which the main and arm wires are con·
nected, the central support from such open section for ornamental or other
parts, and an ornamental shell hiding such connections, substantially as set
forth."

The first of these claims, as expressed, comprises these three ele-
ments: A fixture for electric lights; the piping of a house; and
means for electrically insulating the fixture from the piping.
The language used in designating the last of these elements is,
if literally accepted, inclusive of every kind of insulating device,
but it is impossible to accord to the claim any such unlimited scope.
The patentee, in his specification, fully and particularly described
a particular insulating joint, and to it, I think, he must be restricted.
He, of course, could not have intended to broadly assert that he was
the first to discover or contrive that two conductive bodies might
be mechanically united, and yet be electrically separated, nor is
anything so preposterous now contended on his behalf. The posi-
tion relied upon is that, regardless of lack of novelty of its elements,
separately considered, this claim should be construed and sup-
ported as for a new combination, viz. of the fixture, of the pipe, and
of any joint insulating the former from the latter. But this position
is untenable, in view of the prior state of the art, and of the common
knowledge of those who were conversant with it before this patent
was applied for. The utmost which it can plausibly be contended
that Stieringer did, which had not been precisely done before,-
and the assumption of this, except for the argument's sake, the
Ferryboat Exhibit repels,-was to insert an insulating joint be-
tween the piping of a house and a fixture for electric lights. This
is the essence of his asserted combination. But similar insulation
in analogous situations had been extensively practiced before, and
apart from his peculiar joint, which it may be conceded was new,
I am unable to perceive that his alleged invention amounts to any-
thing more than electrically parting, while physically connecting,
two pieces of metal, by a use of the familiar expedient of insulation,
which might well be termed a double one but for the fact that the
word "double" would not indicate the frequency of its previous em-
ployment. The learned counsel of the complainant insists that,
to maintain this view of the first claim, it is necessary to hold
"that immlation cannot be combined in a patentably novel com-
bination," but I cannot agree with them. Such an organism may
readily be conceived, in which insulation would figure as a poten-
tial and essential feature, but the plaintiff's arrangement is not
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such an one. He found the gas or other grounded piping ready
to his hand, and to this he attached a fixture, in which, in my
opinion, there was nothing patentably. novel. But such an at-
tachment had often been made before, and therefore, if this was
all he had would scarcely be pretended that he had made
-any 'contribution to the art. Now, however, he perceived (evolved
the "idea," it is said) that unless the fixture should be insulated
from the pipe there would be liability to accidental electrical com-
munication between them, and consequent hazard, and that to avert
this danger an insulating joint should be inserted at the point of
their union. Granting, for the immediate purpose, that he was
the first to do this precise thing, can it be reasonably said that in
doing it a new combination was created, of which the piping, the
fixture, and the insulating piece were the elements? I think not.
As well might the like claim be made in every other instance where
it may be desired to bar the passage of electricity by resorting to
the usual expedient of insulation; for, as is admitted, the fact that
the complainant's joint is intended to act only in emergencies, and
not to be constantly operative, is not material. But the patent
laws do not countenance such claims. The design of those laws,
as was said by Mr. Justice Bradley in Atlantic Works v. Brady, 107
U. S. 200, 2 Sup. Ot. 225, "is to reward those who make some sub-
stantial discovery or invention, which adds to our knowledge, and
makes a step in advance in the useful arts. Such inventors are
worthy of all favor. It was never the object of those laws to grant
a monopoly for every trifling device-every shadow of a shade of
an idea-which would naturally and spontaneously occur to any
skilled mechanic or operator in the ordinary progress of manufac-
tures. Such an indiscriminate creation of exclusive privileges tends
rather to obstruct than to stimulate invention. It creates a class
of speculative schemers, who make it their business to watch the
advancing wave of improvement, and gather its foam in the form
of patented monopolies, which enable them to lay a heavy tax upon
the industry of the country without contributing anything to the
real advancement of the arts. It embarrasses the honest pursuit
of business with fears and apprehensions of concealed liens, and
unknown liabilities to lawsuits, and vexatious accountings for
profits made in good faith." This emphatic language is, in my opin-
ion, clearly pertinent to the present case as I have endeavored to
present it. But the proofs go even further, the construction and
arrangement shown by what is known in the case as the "Ferryboat
Exhibit" being, as it appears to me, absolutely in conflict with the
daim under discussion, as it is construed by the complainant. Wheth-
er or not he has established an earlier date of invention for his joint
alone need not be considered. As has already been said, his title
to the specific joint may be admitted; but when he seeks protection
for a combination, irrespective of the kind of joint comprised in it.
it is not enough for him to show that his peculiar joint was invented
prior to the conflicting use: he should show an earlier date for the
combination alleged, and this he has utterly failed to do.
Claims 7, 8, and 9 of patent No. 259,235 are subsidiary, and,
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in view of what has been said with especial reference to the flrst
claim, may be briefly treated. By the seventh there is claimed an
open and insulating joint, in combination with an ornamental shell
hiding the joint from sight. But the defendant does not use the
plaintiff's joint. An ornamental shell for covering an unsightly
connection was not new, and the mere aggregation of these parts,
in a manner not novel, and plainly obvious to a skilled workman,
certainly does not constitute a patentable combination. The claim
which has just been referred to (the seventh) relates to the upper
portion of the fixture; the eighth and ninth to its lower end. .The
ninth differs from the eighth only in that it adds to the eighth an
ornamental shell to hide certain connections. Both are combina-
tion claims, and each of them is subject to the same objections as
the seventh. The elements are not new. The union proposed is
but aggregation, not combination, and nothing is suggested with reo
spect thereto which would not naturally have occurred to any
one familiar with electric-light fixtures, and with the kindred gas-
fixture art. The only possible novelty is not in the combination
cIaimed,-upon which, of course, these claims must stand or fall,
-but in the single feature, common to both, of an open-section
distributing body; and as to this it is sufJ;icient to say that the
defendant does not use the plaintiff's construction.
Of patent No. 294,697, the claims which it is alleged the defendant

has infringed are as follows:
"(1) A combined gas and electric light fixture, having separate arms for

the electric lamps, and provided with wires passing to such arms, concealed
by the ornamental covering of the gas pipe, and with wires extending
through the electric-lamp arms, and connected with the main wires within
the said ornamental covering, whereby the wiring is wholly concealed, sub-
stantially as set forth. (2) In a combined gas and electric light fixture, the
combination of separate arms for the gas burners and electric lamps with
the central supporting gas pipe stem or arm, the ornamental sleeve covering
such central stem or arm, the conducting wires passing to the electric-lamp
arms within such ornamental sleeve, and wires passing through such electric-
lamp arms, and connected with the main wires within the ornamental cov-
ering of the fixture, substantially as set forth." "(8) In a combined gas and
electric light fixture, made as a single structure, the combination of a central
pipe for supplying the gas, surrounded by an ornamental covering sleeve, a
canopy or shell adjustably secured upon the upper or inner end of said cov-
ering sleeve, and wires for supplying the electric current, located in the space
between the pipe and ornamental covering sleeve, and entering such covering
sleeve within the canopy or shell, substantially as set forth. (9) In a com-
bined gas and electric light fixture made as a single structure, the combina-
tion of a central pipe for supplying the gas, surrounded by an ornamental
covering sleeve, an insulating joint introduced in said pipe above the orna-
mental covering sleeve, and wires for supplying the electric current entering
said covering sleeve below said insulating joint, substantially as set forth."
It is not necessary to further extend this opinion by dealing with

these claims in detail. In his earlier patent, Stieringer had pro-
posed "to use in electric-light fixtures the forms of construction
heretofore employed for gas fixtures;" in other words, to convert
gas fixtures into electric-light fixtures. In this later patent his
purpose was to adapt the old gas fixture for use both in gas lighting
and in electric lighting,-to make of .it a combined fixture. It was
not requisite, in the first patent, to Droviile or retain any.

v.63F.no.1-9 .
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for the passage of gas; but in the second it was essential that there
should be provision for conducting gas, as well as electricity, to the
respective burners or lamps. This difference in requirement made
it necessary,. of course, that the details of the combined fixture
should·differsomewhat'from those of, the fixture for electric light-
ing Buf the changes and additions which were consequently
made were structural in character, and in view of the state of the
art,includiilgthepatenteoe's prior patent, did not involve invention.
The wires were placed between the main pipe of the fixture and
its already existing ornamental cover, instead of within the pipe
Itself; a. screw to hold the canopy in place,but admitting of its be-
ing moved up and down upon the pipe covering, was provided;
arms for· the electric lamps were added, through which wires con-
nected with the main wires· were extended; and the added arms
were fastened to the gas body, just as the old gas arms were, except
that any opening from the wire conduit into the gas body was
avoided by simply closing the end of the pipe, and placing the
opening for the admission of the wires outside of that body. This
appears to me to be all that can be claimed to be covered by the
second patent, 80 far as it is alleged that the defendant has in-
fringed it, which was not distinctly disclosed in the first one; and
careful consideration of this·record, and of the arguments of counsel,
has irresistibly brought my mind to tbe conclmdon that wbat Is
here claimed to constitute invention entitled to protection under
the second patent amounts to nothing more than the mechanical
union-not combination-of the electric fixture of Stieringer's first
patent, and others shown in the proofs, with an ordinary gas fix·
ture.
The bill Is dismissed, with costs.

THIll WILLAMETTE VALLEY.
CHANDLER v. THE WILLAM:ETTE VALLEY.
(DIstrict Court, N. D. CaHtornla. August 7, 1894.)

No. 10,862.
1. ADHmALTy-SUIT IN REX AGAINST VESSEL IN CUSTODY Oll' RECEIVER-BALlI

PENDENTE LITE.
The sale, pendente lite, under admiralty rules 10 and 11, of a ship which

. Is deteriorating In the hands of the marshal, wlll not be denied because
the question at Issue Is the propriety of entertaining an action ·In rem
against the vessel while In the hands of a receiver appointed by the court
of another state, which question the receiver Intends to have determlnEit.
In the appellate court.

2. 84HE-DETERIORATION.
Where the claimant refuses to make deposit. or give stipulation for th&

"essel's release, and It appears that her machinery Is rusting, her wood-
work drying and cracking, and every part showing general deterioration
and decay, a sale wUl be ordered, although It appears that a final de-
termination on appeal maybe had within six months.

This was a libel by R. D. Chandler against the steamsWp Wit·
lamette Valley, of which Charles Clark, receiver of the Oregon


